Schizophrenia is characterized by deficits in gesturing that is important for nonverbal communication. Research in healthy participants and brain-damaged patients revealed a leftlateralized fronto-parieto-temporal network underlying gesture performance. First evidence from structural imaging studies in schizophrenia corroborates these results. However, as of yet, it is unclear if cortical thickness abnormalities contribute to impairments in gesture performance. We hypothesized that patients with deficits in gesture production show cortical thinning in 12 regions of interest (ROIs) of a gesture network relevant for gesture performance and recognition. Forty patients with schizophrenia and 41 healthy controls performed hand and finger gestures as either imitation or pantomime. Group differences in cortical thickness between patients with deficits, patients without deficits, and controls were explored using a multivariate analysis of covariance. In addition, the relationship between gesture recognition and cortical thickness was investigated. Patients with deficits in gesture production had reduced cortical thickness in eight ROIs, including the pars opercularis of the inferior frontal gyrus, the superior and inferior parietal lobes, and the superior and middle temporal gyri. Gesture recognition correlated with cortical thickness in fewer, but mainly the same, ROIs within the patient sample. In conclusion, our results show that impaired gesture production and recognition in schizophrenia is associated with cortical thinning in distinct areas of the gesture network.
Introduction
Gestures are an important and integral part of communication (Goldin-Meadow & Alibali 2013 , Hostetter 2011 . They are not only important for language production and comprehension in verbal communication, but also play a crucial role in nonverbal communication, as they may transmit information on their own (Goldin-Meadow & Alibali 2013) .
Research on gestures may either focus on recognition and interpretation of gestures, or on gesture production (Walther & Mittal 2016) . The production of gestures can be tested in two domains: imitation (following demonstration) and pantomime (after verbal instruction). The semantic categories of gestures can be meaningless, communicative (intransitive), or objectrelated (transitive) (Vanbellingen et al 2010) .
Gestures are compound actions that involve the coordinated interplay of several brain regions. The neural correlates of gesture processing have been extensively studied in fMRI experiments in healthy participants (Andric & Small 2012 , Yang et al 2015 . Planning, pantomime of tool use, and communicative gestures activate a left-hemispheric frontoparieto-temporal network (Bohlhalter et al 2009 , Johnson-Frey et al 2005 , Kroliczak & Frey 2009 , Niessen et al 2014 . Here, we refer to it as "gesture network", that includes superior and inferior frontal as well as parietal areas and superior and middle temporal cortices (see Figure 1 ) and also contributes to gesture recognition and interpretation. However, various gesture types seem to depend on different regions within this network. For example, pantomime of tool use activates some additional regions compared to imitation of meaningless gestures, such as the triangular part of the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), the middle temporal gyrus (MTG), the supramarginal gyrus (SMG), and the intraparietal sulcus (Vry et al 2015) .
Studies investigating gesture recognition and comprehension have focused on varying contextual information, demonstrating distinct involvement of brain areas within the gesture network. For example, a meta-analysis suggests three different networks: a perceptual-motor network (including the premotor cortex as well as parietal and temporal regions), a semantic network (consisting of temporal and frontal regions) and a social emotive network (comprising of the IFG, the insula, and the putamen) (Yang et al 2015) .
Taken together, fMRI studies in healthy participants reveal associations to the left-lateralized gesture network for gesture production (planning or execution), recognition and comprehension.
Gesturing is severely impaired in patients with apraxia following left hemispheric brain damage. Lesion mapping studies in apraxia have investigated pantomime of tool use and imitation of meaningless and meaningful gestures. Pantomime of tool use has been associated with the IFG, the occipito-temporal cortex, the parietal cortex, premotor and (pre-) central regions, and the insula , Hoeren et al 2014 , Manuel et al 2013 , Weiss et al 2016 . Imitation of meaningful gestures can be attributed to the left IFG, the middle frontal gyrus, the premotor cortex, the SMG, and pre-central regions, whereas imitation of meaningless gestures relies predominantly on areas of the parietal lobe, for example on the angular gyrus, postcentral areas, and only small parts of the IFG (Goldenberg 2009 , Hoeren et al 2014 , Mengotti et al 2013 , Weiss et al 2016 .
To summarize, as in healthy participants, all apraxic deficits in brain-damaged patients can be attributed to damage in the left-lateralized gesture network (Buxbaum et al 2014 , Weiss et al 2016 , and different gesture types show associations with distinct regions within this network.
Patients with schizophrenia show both fewer and disturbed nonverbal behaviors (Lavelle et al 2013 , Lavelle et al 2014 . They have specific impairments in gesture recognition and production (imitation and pantomime) (Matthews et al 2013 , Park et al 2008 , Walther et al 2015 , Walther et al 2013a , White et al 2016 . A high correlation between both tasks argues further for a generalized gesture deficit (Walther et al 2015) . Gesture impairments are present at disease onset (Stegmayer et al 2016b) , are related to reduced social competence (Park et al 2008) , and gesture production and recognition predict functional outcome and negative symptoms after 6 months .
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Studies of neural correlates of gesture production and recognition in schizophrenia have been sparse, but corroborate the results found in studies in healthy or brain-damaged participants. Patients with schizophrenia show aberrant brain function during gesture recognition, particularly with functional dysconnectivity between the superior temporal sulcus (STS) and the IFG when processing metaphoric gestures (Straube et al 2014) . Likewise, an fMRI study of gesture production found impaired gesture planning and execution to be linked to reduced activation in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and increased activation of the inferior parietal lobe (IPL) (Stegmayer et al 2017) . Furthermore, patients with schizophrenia with gesture deficits had reduced grey matter volume in the left IFG, the right insula, the temporal pole (TP), and the anterior cingulate cortex, compared to healthy controls (Stegmayer et al 2016a) .
Taken together, the evidence suggests that structural and functional alterations in the gesture network contribute to the pathophysiology of impaired gesture performance in schizophrenia. So far, structural brain imaging analyses were limited to grey matter volume.
However, schizophrenia is also associated with reduced cortical thickness (Goldman et al 2009) . Despite the fact that grey matter volume is a composite of cortical thickness and surface area, volume is more closely linked to surface area than to thickness (Winkler et al 2010) . Measurements of cortical thickness and surface area, in turn, are genetically and phenotypically independent (Panizzon et al 2009 , Winkler et al 2010 and each shows a different pattern of development during adolescence, especially in regions important for social cognition (Vijayakumar et al 2016) . Furthermore, surface area seems to be more influenced by genetic factors than thickness, as most volumetric differences between firstdegree relatives of schizophrenia and healthy controls are related to surface area rather than thickness (Goghari et al 2007) .
Even though cortical thinning in schizophrenia may be influenced by genetic effects, it is more associated to disease factors, as thinning occurs around the time of illness onset and is absent before onset (Sprooten et al 2013) . In addition, cortical thinning might not be progressive over the course of the illness, again arguing that pathological changes occur in a
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limited vulnerable phase around illness onset (Kubota et al 2011) . Therefore, cortical thickness can reveal additional information and important insights into the underlying pathophysiology.
Our goal in this study was thus to examine cortical thickness correlates in the gesture network for gesture production and recognition in patients with schizophrenia. Gesture production is impaired in approximately 50% of patients with schizophrenia (Walther et al 2015 , Walther et al 2013a , Walther et al 2013b . Patients with gesture deficits and without demonstrate clinical and demographic differences, for example patients with deficits were older, had poorer frontal cortex function and more severe psychopathology (Walther et al 2013b) . Therefore, we divided our clinical sample in patients with and without gesture deficits.
Given the findings of gesture production or recognition in healthy controls, in patients with brain damage, and from the few studies focusing on patients with schizophrenia, we hypothesized that we would find associations between reduced cortical thickness and disturbed gesture production and recognition in a comprehensive gesture network, consisting of the superior parietal lobe (SPL), the IPL, the superior temporal gyrus (STG), the MTG, the superior frontal gyrus (SFG), the IFG (pars opercularis, triangularis, and orbitalis), the precentral gyrus, the SMG, the TP, and the insula. As data decidedly indicates a we concentrated exclusively on the left hemisphere. Results for the right hemisphere can be found in the supplementary table S1.
ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT
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2. Materials and methods
Participants
Forty patients with schizophrenia spectrum disorder (25 men, 15 women) were recruited at the inpatient and outpatient departments at the University Hospital of Psychiatry, Bern,
Switzerland. Forty-one healthy controls (23 men, 18 women) were recruited among staff and were matched for age, sex, and education. Patients were split into two groups according to gesture performance (with deficits and without deficits, according to the previously published cut-off scores (Walther et al 2013a) . Demographic and clinical characteristics of the participants are presented in Table 1 . All patients and controls were right-handed according to the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield 1971) .
Patients were diagnosed with schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, or schizophreniform disorder according to the structured clinical interview (SCID) and DSM-5 criteria. The
Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) (Kay et al 1987) was additionally used to assess schizophrenia symptoms. Thirty-six of 40 patients received antipsychotic medication.
The dosages of these antipsychotics were calculated as the average chlorpromazine equivalents (CPZ) (Woods 2003) per day for the last five years.
Exclusion criteria were substance-related addictions (except nicotine), a past or current medical or neurological condition, head trauma with loss of consciousness, electroconvulsive treatment, and any contraindications to MRI (magnetic resonance imaging). Specific exclusion criteria for controls were a history of psychiatric disorders and first-degree relatives with psychotic disorders. Written informed consent was acquired from all participants and the study was approved by the local ethics committee, "Kantonale Ethikkommission Bern" (KEK-BE 025/13).
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First, we conducted the clinical interview and assessments of psychpathology. Afterwards, on the same day, participants underwent structural MRI scanning. The assessment of the gesture tests was performed either on the same day or the day after the MRI scan.
Gesture tests
We used the test of upper limb apraxia (TULIA) (Vanbellingen et al 2010) 
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2.4 Data analyses
Cortical thickness analyses
We used an internal pipeline (see https://github.com/pnlbwh/pnlutil) to process the data. The T1-weighted images were transformed from DICOM to NRRD file format by creating an nhdr header file for all participants. Then the images were aligned to the AC-PC axis and centered. All scans were visually examined for image quality and orientation. A brain masking technique based on multi-atlas brain segmentation (MABS) was implemented to exclude non-brain areas (Del Re et al 2016) . This technique has shown to be more accurate than the brain masks generated using FreeSurfer (Del Re et al 2016).
The masked MR images were processed using FreeSurfer version 5.3. (Athinoula A.
Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Charlestown, Massachusetts, USA). The fully automated FreeSurfer pipeline performs cortical reconstruction and subcortical volumetric segmentation using an automated algorithm. A detailed description of this process has been described in previous publications , Fischl 2012 and is available on the FreeSurfer website (http://ftp.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/recon-all). The
FreeSurfer parcellation was then quality-controlled with a special focus on our ROIs. The following 12 ROIs (see Figure 1 ) were mapped using the Desikan-Killiany atlas (Desikan et al 2006) : SPL, IPL, STG, MTG, SFG, IFG (pars opercularis, triangularis, and orbitalis), precentral gyrus, SMG, TP, and insula. As gesture performance is a function of a leftlateralized brain network, we focused on ROIs in the left hemisphere (Goldenberg 2009 ).
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Statistical analyses
All statistical analyses were computed using IBM SPSS for Macintosh, version 24.
Demographic and clinical data were compared using a chi-square test, t-tests, or one-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) where appropriate.
For cortical thickness analyses, a multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) with age, sex, and intracranial volumes (ICV) as covariates was performed on the overall TULIA score to determine the presence of group differences in the cortical thickness of the ROIs. Post hoc tests were performed between the three groups for which p values were Sidak-corrected. In
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13 a next step, partial correlations, corrected for age, sex, ICV, and antipsychotic dosage were conducted between the ROIs and the TULIA and PKT scores within both the patient and the control group. See the supplementary material for additional cortical thickness analyses of the right hemisphere.
Results
Behavioral and clinical data
Demographic and clinical characteristics are given in Table 1 . We used TULIA cut-off scores (Walther et al 2013a) to separate patients with deficits in gesture production from patients without deficits. Splitting the patients into a deficits and a non-deficits group revealed significant differences in sex distribution between groups (X 2 (2) = 6.579, p = .037): fewer women were found in the group without deficits. Furthermore, patients with deficits were older than patients without deficits, received higher antipsychotic medication dosages, and had longer duration of illness as well as a higher PANSS positive score. However, the two groups had comparable negative and general PANSS scores.
According to the cut-off, 19 patients showed relevant impairments in gesture production, whereas 21 patients showed no deficits. Patients with deficits performed worse compared to patients without deficits or controls in the gesture production test. However, patients without deficits and controls did not differ significantly (p > .05).
Group differences in cortical thickness
Group differences in the cortical thickness of the ROIs were evaluated with a MANCOVA, treating the group variable as fixed factor, the ROIs as dependent variables, and sex, age, and ICV as covariates (Wilks Lambda = 0.574, p = .031) (see Table 2 and Figure 2 ). Post hoc tests (Sidak-corrected) showed significant differences for group in the following ROIs:
IPL, MTG, pars opercularis of IFG, precentral gyrus, SMG, SPL, STG, and insula. Patients with deficits showed reduced cortical thickness in all ROIs compared to controls. However,
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Associations of impaired gesture production and recognition with cortical thickness
Within patients and controls, we computed partial correlations between the TULIA or PKT scores and the thickness of the ROIs, corrected for age, sex, ICV, and, within the patient sample, for antipsychotic dosage (see Table 3 ). In patients, we found significant correlations between TULIA scores and the precentral gyrus, the SPL, and the TP. For PKT scores, we detected significant associations within patients for the IPL, the pars opercularis of the IFG, the precentral gyrus, the SFG, the SPL, and the STG. We further correlated the two TULIA domains pantomime and imitation with cortical thickness separately within the patients and controls using the same covariates. In patients, we detected associations between
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pantomime and cortical thickness in the precentral gyrus as well as for the SPL, and between imitation and the temporal pole. In controls, pantomime was also correlated with the precentral gyrus (see Table 4 ).
All correlations (except the one between TULIA scores and the TP) were positive, indicating inferior performance in gesture production and recognition with reduced cortical thickness.
In controls, only PKT scores and cortical thickness of the IPL were correlated, demonstrating that increased thickness of this ROI is related to superior gesture recognition. 
Discussion
This study aimed to investigate cortical thickness correlates in the gesture network of gesture production and recognition in patients with schizophrenia. We found cortical thinning of this network, including the pars opercularis of the IFG, the precentral gyrus, the insula, the SPL, the IPL, the SMG, the STG, and the MTG in patients with gesture deficits, compared to healthy controls. In contrast, cortical thickness in patients without deficits did not significantly
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differ from controls. Furthermore, impaired gesture recognition in patients was also related to cortical thinning within the gesture network.
The significantly thinned regions in the frontal regions included the pars opercularis of the IFG, the precentral gyrus, and the insula in patients with gesture production deficits. In addition, reduced cortical thickness in the precentral gyrus correlated with inferior gesture production in all patients. The two frontal regions (IFG, precentral gyrus) and the insula have been associated with gesture tasks in healthy and brain-damaged participants. Previous work in healthy participants demonstrated activation of the precentral gyrus, the IFG, and the insula during planning or execution of pantomime and imitation gestures (Bohlhalter et al 2009 , Fridman et al 2006 , Kroliczak & Frey 2009 , Vry et al 2015 . Lesion studies corroborate those results and show that impaired production of pantomime tool use or imitation of meaningful and meaningless gestures were associated with the pars opercularis and other parts of the IFG, the insula, and the precentral gyrus , Goldenberg & Karnath 2006 , Manuel et al 2013 , Weiss et al 2016 . In schizophrenia, reduced grey matter volume has been found in frontal areas including the IFG, the insula, and the precentral gyrus in pantomime performance (Stegmayer et al 2016a) . More specifically, there is considerable evidence that the IFG plays a key role in gesture production. The pars opercularis of the IFG is a part of Broca's area that is not just important for language, but also for higher order motor functions, because it integrates sensory stimuli with motor hand actions . Therefore, the pars opercularis of the IFG serves as an important area for interplay between language and praxis, and lesions of this area have been shown to lead to concurrent aphasia and apraxia (Weiss et al 2016) .
In our study, patients with deficits in gesture production showed reduced cortical thickness compared to healthy controls in the temporal lobe, i.e. the MTG and the STG. Compatible with our results, studies of healthy participants revealed activation of the left MTG during planning of tool use pantomime and intransitive gestures (Kroliczak & Frey 2009 , Vry et al 2015 , and an association between the activation and volume of the left STG during planning
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of transitive or pantomime of intransitive gestures and production of metaphoric gestures (Bernard et al 2015 , Bohlhalter et al 2009 , Vry et al 2015 . In addition, lesion studies revealed associations of the left MTG with imitation of meaningless hand gestures (Goldenberg & Karnath 2006) and of the left MTG and STG with imitation and pantomime of tool use gestures (Buxbaum et al 2014) . Patients with schizophrenia showed reduced activity in the STS during imitation of finger movements (Thakkar et al 2014) , and reduced grey matter volume in the left MTG has been found to be associated with pantomime performance in patients with deficits (Stegmayer et al 2016a) . The temporal lobe has been shown to be important for gesture knowledge and production. For example, the posterior part of the temporal lobe is relevant for the processing of semantic object information (Chao et al 1999 , Johnson-Frey et al 2005 , Martin et al 1996 and for arm and hand positioning in the production of tool-related gestures (Buxbaum et al 2014) .
In the parietal lobe, thinning of the IPL, the SPL, and the SMG was present in patients with deficits in gesture production, compared to healthy controls. In addition, reduced cortical thickness of the SPL was correlated with inferior gesture production in all patients. Our results are consistent with studies of healthy participants that reveal an involvement of the left SPL, IPL, and SMG in planning or executing intransitive and transitive pantomime or imitation gestures (Bohlhalter et al 2009 , Fridman et al 2006 , Kroliczak & Frey 2009 , Vry et al 2015 . In accordance with studies of healthy participants, research on brain-damaged patients often indicates the importance of the parietal lobe for imitation of meaningless and meaningful gestures (Goldenberg & Karnath 2006 , Mengotti et al 2013 , whereas the role of the parietal lobe for pantomime of tool use has been questioned (Goldenberg 2009 ).
However, recent lesion studies in large sample sizes showed that the integrity of the SPL and the IPL is essential for pantomime of tool use gestures (Hoeren et al 2014 , Weiss et al 2016 . Grey matter volume or activity of the IPL or the SPL has also been linked to pantomime, non-imitative actions, or action observation in patients with schizophrenia (Stegmayer et al 2016a , Thakkar et al 2014 . Taken together, findings suggest that the parietal lobe, particularly the IPL and the SPL combine sensory, motor, and cognitive inputs
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and play an important role in goal-directed actions such as grasping and execution of toolrelated actions (Binkofski & Buxbaum 2013 , Gottlieb 2007 .
In separate correlation analyses, we tested whether TULIA domains had a specific pattern of association with brain structure. Indeed, in patients we detected higher correlations for pantomime than for imitation with cortical thickness (see Table 4 ). This effect might be due to limited variance in imitation compared to pantomime scores in patients, as only a few patients show imitation deficits.
In additional correlation analyses, we then tested if the PKT subdomains are differently associated with brain structure (see Table S2 ). In controls, the recognition of transitive gestures was associated with the pars triangularis of the IFG and the STG. In contrast, in patients we detected very similar patterns of correlations for transitive and intransitive gestures of several associations within the gesture network.
Cortical thinning in schizophrenia has been found in various brain regions, predominantly in temporal and frontal areas (Goldman et al 2009 , Oertel-Knochel et al 2013 , Rimol et al 2010 . Our results partly support these findings. However, there were no differences in cortical thickness of patients without deficits and controls. In addition, patients with and without deficits did not differ regarding cortical thickness in any ROI. This suggests that cortical thinning within patients with gesture deficits, compared to controls, is related neither to changes of cortical thickness in schizophrenia alone, nor exclusively to a gesture impairment. On the one hand, if cortical thinning in the gesture network in patients with deficits would only represent general cortical thinning in schizophrenia, we would also expect differences in ROIs between patients without deficits and controls. On the other hand, if the reduced cortical thickness in patients with deficits would solely represent the gesture deficits, we should also see a difference between patients with and without deficits. As neither scenario is reflected in our findings, we conclude that the cortical thinning in patients with deficits compared to controls not only represents general cortical thinning in schizophrenia, but is also associated with the gesture impairment.
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Our findings may also be in part associated with illness chronicity. While cortical thickness in frontal and temporal lobes is reduced in recent-onset participants (Ziermans et al 2012) , longitudinal investigations suggest progressive decline in cortical thickness in these areas in schizophrenia (van Haren et al 2011). We have investigated a patient group with a considerable age span. Thus, our findings may be influenced by, but not limited to, illness chronicity.
In eight out of 12 ROIs, we found differences in cortical thinning in patients with deficits compared to healthy controls. However, in four ROIs, namely the pars orbitalis and triangularis of the IFG, the SFG, and the TP, we found no group differences in cortical thickness. In contrast, recent evidence from gesture studies in schizophrenia suggest an involvement of those four ROIs in schizophrenia (Stegmayer et al 2016a , Straube et al 2013 . There are several possible explanations for the observed discrepancy between studies. Depending on gesture category and domain, different brain regions can be affected.
Furthermore, specific gesture errors can also be associated with different brain regions (Manuel et al 2013) . We applied validated tests of gesture behavior, including blinded ratings (TULIA) or unequivocal multiple choice tests (PKT). Our composite score of gesture production included both imitation and pantomime of meaningful (transitive or intransitive) and meaningless gestures. In addition, gesture recognition was solely measured as the ability to recognize correct hand gestures, whereas comprehension was not tested.
Therefore, findings can be inconsistent depending on the investigated gesture task or underlying construct.
In addition to the variety of gesture tests, the selection of a suitable atlas and therefore the definition of the ROIs may have some intrinsic limitations. For example, the SFG can be divided into three separable subregions that are part of distinct functional networks . Arbitrarily combining those functionally separate parts into one entity may lead to distorted or negative findings. Finally, studies of grey matter volume and functional activations do not always lead to similar results, and volume and cortical thickness provide not entirely the same information about grey matter structure (Winkler et al 2010) . So far, this
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is the first study in patients with schizophrenia investigating cortical thickness abnormalities in gesture production and recognition.
Surprisingly, in schizophrenia patients, superior gesture production was associated with reduced cortical thickness in the temporal pole. This negative correlation was only detected for the left side of this ROI and it is most likely driven by the TULIA imitation subscore (see Table 4 and S1). The result is quite counter-intuitive and if replicated requires clarification in future studies.
On the behavioral level, gesture production and recognition are strongly correlated in patients with schizophrenia (Walther et al 2015) . Based on this finding, we expected a pattern of associations between cortical thinning and gesture recognition similar to that found in gesture production. However, our analyses differed from these expectations. Gesture production was tested categorically based on a cut-off, whereas gesture recognition was tested as a continuous variable within a correlation with cortical thickness. We found associations of reduced cortical thickness in several regions, including the IPL, the opercular part of the IFG, the STG, and the SFG with inferior performance in the gesture recognition task in patients. The slightly different pattern of correlations for gesture production and recognition deficits in our study (see Table 3 ) indicates that our tests for gesture production and recognition do not measure the exact same underlying mechanisms. Our results are in line with a study that found a functional dysconnectivity of the left STS to the bilateral IFG during the processing of metaphoric gestures in patients with schizophrenia (Straube et al 2014) . In addition, a meta-analysis revealed the involvement of an interplay of several, mainly left-lateralized brain regions, including the IFG, the STG, the MTG, the SPL, and the IPL, in gesture recognition (Yang et al 2015) . Areas of the parietal lobe, comprising the SMG and the IPS, are involved in perceiving hand gestures (Andric & Small 2012) , whereas temporal and frontal areas, including the MTG, the STG, and the IFG are involved in the processing of gesture meanings and action recognition (Andric & Small 2012 .
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Highlights  Impairments in gesture production and recognition in schizophrenia are related to altered brain structure.
 Brain alterations in schizophrenia are located in areas that are generally damaged in apraxia.
 Schizophrenia patients with gesture deficits show cortical thinning of several regions in the gesture network.
 Deficits of gesture production and recognition are both related to a fronto-parieto-temporal gesture network.
